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1. Matter is made'up 
of tiny ' 

2, All fjarticles in one 
type of matter are 
tiie . Different 
types of matter are 
made of ' 
particles. 

3. The particles in 
matter are in • 
Increasing the 
^_ " Increases 
the amount of motion. 

4. The particles in 
matter are separated 
by empty • 

5. The particles In 
matter are 
to each other. These 
attractions get 

when 
particles are , 
together. 

'Spaa 

soace 

distant: weak attract ion 

space close: strong attract ion 

-Figure 3.5 The particle model for matter 



sol id l i q u i d gas 

Figure 3.7 Particles In tiie solid, liquid, and gas states 

Table 3.1 Tiie States of Matter and tiie Particle Model 

STATE OF .MATTER SOLID L IQUID G A S 

Part ic le m o t i o n 

Part ic le spac ing 

A t t rac t ion of. 
p~articlesfor 
each o ther 



Using the Particle Theory 
How The Particle Theory Explains States of iMatter 
'̂̂ ĥy do the three states of matter look and behave so differently i f 
.e same particles are present in each state? The explanation given 
r the particle theory/ is that particles are arranged differenSy in 

each state. 

Observations 

Solids have a definite 
shape and a definite 
volume. They can be 
compressed only very 
slightly.' 

mm 

Liquids have a definite 
volume but no definite 
shape. They flow 
easily, and cap. be 
compressed only 

^ g h t l y . 

Explanation p:iieoryJ • 

There, are strong forces of attraction 
between the particles, holding them, 
together in a definite pattern. The 
particles'are relatively close together 
and cannot move past eaGh-ether-.-The 
ordered arrangement of particles is 
called a lattice. 

The particles are farther apart in 
liquids than in solids; therefore, the 
forces of attraction must be weaker. 
There is no definite lattice. The 
particles exist in "clumps" that can 
slide or roll by each other. There are 
gaps between the clumps. 

clumps of particles 

Gases have no 
definite shape or 
volume. They can be 
compressed greatly. 
Their density is 
very low. 

The particles are very far apart. The 
attractive forces between them are 
extremely weak; therefore gas particles 
can completely f i l l any container in 
which they are placed. Because the 
particles are fast-moving, we can 
detect their pressure on the walls . 
of a 'container. 

O 

Figure 5.1A In gases, the particles 
have enough energy to ovefcome 
ailfdCiive forces Ihat would hold 
thern iOGeihsr." 

Figurs5.1B The particles of a 
liquid do not have enough energy 
to overcome all attractive forces, 
bultheydo have~enOUahenercv to 

Q--

Figure 5.1 C Solids are-made uu 
of psfticies that do not have'̂ ehouoh 
eneroy to move from one place to 
another 



Name: 

The Particle Theory of Matter 

In tiie chart below, enter in the first coluron the five statements of the particle theory of matter. 
In the second colnmn, copy one piece of evidence that supports the statement made by the 

• particle theory from the followiag hst: 

A • sohds are often-difficultto break apart 
B • when 50 .mL of alcohol is added to 50 mL of water, the total volume is less than 100 

mL 
^ » the physical and chemical properties of carbon, oxygen, and all the other elements are 

all different from each other 
D " i f a tiny smoke particle is observed in a microscope, it can be seen to be constantly in ' 

motion 
£" » . i f any smaU amoimt of carbon or any other element is subdivided again and again, 

eventually you must end up with a single particle of carbon 

Choose ^iWie, K\p^-
1 

statement of the Particle Theory Evidence that supports the theory 


